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Deep learning has achieved competing results compared with human beings in many fields. Traditionally, deep learning networks
are executed on CPUs and GPUs. In recent years, more and more neural network accelerators have been introduced in both
academia and industry to improve the performance and energy efficiency for deep learning networks. In this paper, we introduce a
flexible and configurable functional NN accelerator simulator, which could be configured to simulate u-architectures for different
NN accelerators. )e extensible and configurable simulator is helpful for system-level exploration of u-architecture, as well as
operator optimization algorithm developments. )e simulator is a functional simulator that simulates the latencies of calculation
and memory access and the concurrent process between modules, and it gives the number of program execution cycles after the
simulation is completed. We also integrated the simulator into the TVM compilation stack as an optional backend. Users can use
TVM to write operators and execute them on the simulator.

1. Introduction

Deep learning has been applied to image recognition, object
detection, speech recognition, and other fields. In some
fields, deep learning has even achieved competing results
compared to humans. Traditionally, CPUs and GPUs are
widely used to execute neural networks (NNs), but more and
more hardware accelerators have been introduced to im-
prove the performance and energy efficiency of NN
computing.

Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) [1] is a custom ASIC
which was deployed in Google’s data center in 2015 and used
to speed up the inference phase of NNs. TPU uses a 8-bit
integer systolic matrix multiplier to do inference, and it
contains on-chip buffers with a total capacity of nearly 30
MiB. TPU supports MLP, RNN, and CNN, and its inference
performance is 15X–30X times faster than the NVIDIA K80
GPU and Intel E5-2699 CPU.)e DianNao series, including
DianNao [2], DaDianNao, ShiDianNao, and PuDianNao,
were introduced in 2014 by ICT, CAS. DaDianNao [3] is a
multi-chip deep learning inference and training architecture
and supports both 16-bit and 32-bit fixed point computing.
DaDianNao supports convolution, pooling, classifier, and
LRN layers, and when using a 64-node architecture, it

achieves more than 2000X accelerations in convolution
computation compared to GPU baselines. ShiDianNao [4]
focuses on accelerating convolution operations in embedded
applications and supports pooling, classification, and nor-
malization layers as well. ShiDianNao uses inter-PE data
propagation to reduce memory access in convolution, which
makes it highly energy efficient. PuDianNao [5] is a poly-
valent ML accelerator and focuses on accelerating ML
techniques besides DNN (deep neural network), such as
SVM, K-means, classification tree, and so on. Cambricon [6]
is the first instruction set architecture (ISA) for deep
learning. Inspired by RISC ISA principle, rather than
mapping each NN layer to a single instruction, Cambricon
ISA decomposes NN layers into basic computations and
maps those computations to simple instructions. By doing
so, users can further assemble new NN layers from those
basic computations, which makes Cambricon ISA more
flexible than its predecessors. )ey also implemented a
prototype accelerator of Cambricon ISA, which achieved the
same level of performance as DaDianNao in the
experiments.

Some studies [7–10] have focused on designing ultra-
low-power, high power-efficient CNN accelerators for IOT
devices. )inker-II [10] is an energy efficiency
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reconfigurable DNN processor for IOT devices that uses
binary/ternary weights to do calculations, and it applies
three techniques to improve energy efficiency and achieves
19.9TOPS/W power efficiency at a power consumption of
10mW. )ere are also DNN processors that use in-memory
processing technologies, such as Neurocube [11], Prime [12],
ISAAC [13], and PipeLayer [14]. )ey improve energy ef-
ficiency by reducing data movement between memory and
processing units, and the latter 3 use analog arithmetic for
matrix calculations. Eyeriss [15] improves energy efficiency
by reducing data movement through reconfigurable com-
putation mapping, with a processing dataflow called row
stationary, and it also gates zero neurons to save power.
Some NN processors improve performance and energy ef-
ficiency by taking advantage of the sparsity of NN models,
including Cambricon-X [16], EIF [17], SCNN [18], and so
on. Cnvlutin [19] improves performance and energy effi-
ciency by eliminating ineffectual operations in DNN, and it
is targeted at lower sparsity between 40 and 50%. Stripes [20]
is an NN accelerator that improves performance and energy
efficiency by leveraging bit-serial computing units. )ere are
studies which exploit 3D memory for NN accelerator, such
as TETRIS [21], and 3D memory allows it to use more area
for processing units and simplifies dataflow scheduling.
Some studies focus on NN accelerator design and optimi-
zation on FPGAs, such as [22–25]. )ere are some studies
that focus on the method of designing NN accelerators, such
as Minerva [26], which is a co-design approach to optimize
NN accelerator across NN algorithms, architecture, and
circuit.

TVM [27] is a deep learning compiler stack, and it
provides both graph-level and operator-level optimizations
and can target different backends including CPU, GPU, and
hardware accelerators. DL networks are first represented in
computation graphs in TVM; on this level, TVM can do
operator fusion, tensor layout transform, and constant
folding optimizations. After graph-level optimizations, op-
erators are lowered to a form represented in TVM’s tensor
express language and then users can apply TVM’s schedule
primitives to create a schedule for operators. Schedules in
TVM are mapping from tensor expression to actual low-
level code to do the computation. For hardware accelerator
backends, TVM provides tensorize schedule primitive,
which can pattern match an unit of computation and replace
it with accelerator’s instruction.

VTA [28] is a programmable deep learning accelerator
co-designed with TVM and is integrated into TVM. VTA
has a two-level ISA: the first is task-level parallel memory
transfer and compute ISA and the second is a microcoded
ISA which operates basic vector and matrix computations.

Hardware NN accelerator architecture is in a rapid
development phase, so a parametric simulator that can be
compatible with many NN accelerator architectures’ char-
acteristics is of great practical value to chip designers and
compiler writers. It can be used to help with system-level
exploration of chip architecture or verify the effectiveness of
optimizations of compilers or evaluate the scheduling
strategy of NN operators’ implementations.

)e contributions of this paper are as follows:

(a) Different NN accelerators have different ISA,
memory hierarchy, and execution unit (types and
sizes), so we designed and implemented a flexible
and configurable NN accelerator simulator that is
easy to extend and allows parameters of the simu-
lated architecture to be modified by modifying
configuration file.

(b) )e simulator is a functional simulator that simu-
lates the latencies of calculation and memory access
and the concurrent process between modules, and it
gives the number of program execution cycles after
the simulation is completed.

(c) We also integrated the simulator into the TVM
compilation stack as a backend, and the users can use
TVM to write and generate operators and execute
them on the simulator.

)e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the architecture and ISA of the accelerator.
Section 3 presents the software implementation of the
simulator. Section 4 introduces the code generation system.
Section 5 evaluates the simulator by different configurations.

2. Accelerator Architecture and ISA

In this section, we will present the architecture and in-
struction set architecture we designed and implemented in
the simulator. )e ISA is a two-level ISA: the first level is an
RISC-like ISA, which contains instructions such as integer
scalar calculation, branching, and so on. )e second level is
an ISA like themicrocoded ISA of VTA, which is responsible
for tensor calculation and tensor data transfer, such as
GEMM instructions. Multiple microcoded ISA instructions
form a microcoded kernel executed on the corresponding
tensor pipeline.)ere is an extension instruction in the first-
level ISA to launch a microcoded kernel on the corre-
sponding tensor pipeline. In addition, the tensor pipelines
employ the decoupled access-execute (DAE) architecture, so
the first-level ISA contains two more instructions (depen-
dency push/pop instructions) for explicit synchronization
between tensor pipelines.

2.1. Accelerator Architecture. Figure 1 shows the top-level
block figure of this architecture. As illustrated in this figure,
the architecture contains several stages to execute first-level
ISA instructions: fetching, decoding, dispatching and reg-
ister reading, and execution and writing back. )e integer
scalars, which represent loop variables or addresses, are
stored in register files and scalar memory. Similar to a typical
RISC architecture, only the load/store instructions can ac-
cess the scalar memory. A first-level ISA instruction will be
fetched, decoded, and then injected into the in-order dis-
patch queue. When one instruction reaches the head of
dispatch queue, without dependency or anti-dependency to
others, it will be dispatched to the corresponding execution
unit. Branch instructions and integer scalar arithmetical and
logical instructions will be sent to ALU, while scalar load/
store instructions will be send to load-store-unit (LSU).
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Other instructions for tensor pipeline synchronization or
launching microcoded kernel will be sent to the corre-
sponding tensor pipeline. )ere are FIFO queues between
the dispatch queue and the execution unit or tensor pipeline,
which are not shown in Figure 1. After execution, the results
will be written to the register file. It should be noted that after
one branch instruction has been dispatched, the dispatch
process must be stalled until the branch result is known;
because there is no re-ordering buffer in this architecture,
the results will be committed directly and cannot be
canceled.

In addition to the pipeline stages that execute the first-
level ISA instructions, there are several tensor pipelines that
execute the microcoded ISA instructions. Each tensor
pipeline contains a pipeline controller, as well as an exe-
cution unit to perform actual works, and the execution unit
may contain multiple pipeline stages inside. )e pipeline
controller is responsible for synchronizations between
pipelines, as well as launchingmicrocoded kernels (decoding
and issuing microcoded ISA instructions in that kernel).
Tasks running on different tensor pipelines are synchronized
with the dependency pop/push instructions, to avoid data
hazards. When a dependency push instruction is issued to a
pipeline controller, the controller pushes a token to the
corresponding dependency token queue or waits for an
empty slot to be available. In the case of the dependency pop
instruction, the controller will either pop a token from the
corresponding dependency token queue or wait for a token
to be available. A microcoded kernel consists of several
microcoded ISA instructions and is stored in the corre-
sponding pipeline controllers’ internal storage. A launch
kernel instruction contains two register operands, repre-
senting the extent of two nested loops. When a launch kernel
instruction is issued to the pipeline controller, the controller
uses the two operands as the extent to perform a two-level
loop, and in the loop body, it iteratively reads each
microcoded ISA instructions of the kernel, decoding and
then issuing it into the execution unit. )e procedure of
launching a microcoded kernel and decoding and issuing
each instruction is shown in Algorithm 1.

Tensors, which represent data or weights, are stored in
addressable on-chip scratchpad memories. In our simulator,
we make the number of scratchpad memory configurable,
and each tensor execution unit can access each memory,
which makes the simulator more flexible. In our simulator,
the capacity, bank width, bank number, read/write latencies,
and type (one-port, or two-port) of each scratchpad memory
are configurable. )e simulator models the bank conflict
between scratchpad memory accesses as well.

Current simulator implementation contains 3 +N tensor
pipelines and can be easily extended.

)e first pipeline is the matrix computing pipeline,
which executes the microcoded ISA instructions of GEMM.
)e execution unit (later referred to as MAC) of matrix
computing pipeline is divided into 4 pipeline stages: read,
multiply, reduce, and accumulate/write back. In the read
stage, tensor operands are read from scratchpad memories.
)e multiply stage contains many multipliers that perform
element-wise multiplication on broadcasted inputs. )e

reduce stage contains many adder trees that reduce sum the
output of the multiply stage and get multiple dot products.
In the last stage, the results are accumulated into partial
sums stored in one scratchpad memory (later referred to as
accumulation buffer) or written back directly to one
scratchpad memory. )e simulator allows the input/output
tensor size of the matrix computation instructions to be
variable, with more flexibility and configurability. )ese
sizes are embedded into the microcoded ISA instructions.

)e second tensor pipeline is a vector computation
pipeline, which performs vector activation functions, vector
element-wise arithmetical and relational calculations, vec-
tor-immediate/scalar arithmetical and relational calcula-
tions, etc. )e execution unit of this pipeline is divided into
three pipeline stages: read, calculate, and write. As with
matrix computing pipeline, we allow the input/output tensor
sizes to be variable and embed the sizes into the instructions.
Unlike matrix computing pipelines, vector computing
pipelines cannot perform accumulate operation.

)e third tensor pipeline is a memory transfer pipeline
that is responsible for the data transfer between the
scratchpad memory and the off-chip memory. Each memory
transfer instruction can perform 2D memory transfer,
making it easier to do data tiling. )e remaining N tensor
pipelines are also memory transfer pipelines, which are
responsible for data transfer between scratchpad memories.
N is equal to the number of scratchpad memories, and the i-
th one is responsible for copying data from other scratchpad
memory to the i-th scratchpad memory. Although there are
N∗N combinations of scratchpad memory pairs, we think
N such pipelines are sufficient for modeling an actual
architecture.

2.2. Accelerator ISA. Table 1 shows an overview of the in-
structions. As mentioned earlier, the ISA is a two-level ISA:

(1) )e first level is a RISC-like ISA, containing integer
scalar calculation, branching and load/store in-
structions, and several extension instructions: in-
structions for synchronization between tensor
pipelines, instructions for launching microcoded
kernel, and instructions for assigning value to
pipeline controller’s local registers. )e operands of
these instructions are registers or integer numbers.
)e load/store instructions can be used to spill
registers into a small scalar memory or load pa-
rameters set by the host from the scalar memory.
)is level of ISA can be used to implement the
control flow, which also makes it possible to influ-
ence the control flow with the value of the tensor
data, which is necessary for operators such as ROI
pooling to be executed without copying data back to
host.

(2) )e second level is microcoded ISA, which performs
vector and matrix calculations as well as tensor
memory transfers. Instructions in this ISA level
cannot access the general register file.)eir operands
can be an integer immediate value, an immediate
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value of tensor data types, or a composite operand
(consisting of two coefficients, an addend, and one
pipeline controller local register and is in the form of

coef0, coef1, addend, local reg ). )ese oper-
ands are often used to represent the addresses of
tensors, as well as strides or other parameters.
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Figure 1: )e top-level block figure of the u-architecture.

Input: Two loop extents, ext0, ext1; the ID of the kernel to be launched, kId
(1) kernel� get the kernel with ID kId
(2) for var0� 0; var0< ext0; var0 + + do
(3) for var1� 0; var1< ext1; var1 + + do
(4) for all insn in instructions of kernel do
(5) while there is no free slot in output queue do
(6) end this cycle
(7) end while
(8) write opcode of insn to output
(9) for all arg in arguments of insn do
(10) if arg is immediate argument then
(11) argval� arg
(12) else if arg is composite argument then
(13) argval� arg.coef0∗ var0 + arg.coef1∗ var1 + arg.addend + localregs[arg.reg]
(14) end if
(15) write argval to output
(16) end for
(17) end this cycle
(18) end for
(19) end for
(20) end for

ALGORITHM 1: )e procedure of launching one microcoded kernel.
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Multiple microcoded ISA instructions form a
microcoded kernel and will be stored in the pipeline
controller. When launched by the pipeline con-
troller, the instructions in the microcoded kernel are
fetched and decoded by the controller and sent to the
corresponding tensor pipeline execution unit for
execution.

Figure 2 presents the program fragment for fully con-
nected layer, and Figure 3 shows the source IR right before
codegen. For brevity, we omit some instructions for register
assignment and pipeline synchronization. Figure 2(a) shows
instructions of the 1st level ISA, which performs loops,
pipeline synchronization, and kernel launching operations,
and Figure 2(b) shows the microcoded kernels composed of
the 2nd level ISA. As we can see, the 1st level ISA instructions
contain only one loop (namely, the loop online 6 in original
IR), and the rest of the loops are performed by the pipeline
controllers when executing the LaunchKernel instructions
(see Algorithm 1). )e 3rd and 4th parameters of each
LaunchKernel instruction represent the two loop extents.

3. Simulator Implementations

)e goal of our simulator is to be a functional simulator,
which means the simulator could simulate the concurrent
processes between modules and pipelines, the latencies of
memory accesses, instruction executions, and the bank
conflicts of memory accesses. After completing the simu-
lation of the program, it needs to give the number of cycles it
takes to execute the program. In addition, the simulator
must be sufficiently configurable. By modifying the con-
figuration file or predefined configuration constants in the
front-end code, users can modify the parameters of the
simulated architecture, including

(1) )e amount of scratchpad memories, the capacity,
the number of banks, the bit-width, the read and
write latency, and the type (one-port or two-port) of
each scratchpad memory.

(2) )e execution latency for each instruction at each
execution unit or pipeline stage.

(3) Depth of various types of queues, such as queues
from dispatch queues to execution units or pipeline
controllers.

(4) Data types of tensors. )e simulator supports a
variety of data types and mixed precision calcula-
tions. )e data types of inputs and outputs of an
instruction are encoded in the instruction.

(5) )e input and output tensor sizes of vector/matrix
calculation instructions. )ese sizes are encoded in
the instruction.)is is equivalent to allowing the size
of MAC and vector execution unit to be
configurable.

Given the above requirements, we chose to develop
simulator based on SystemC [29], which is a C++ class li-
brary providing a discrete event simulation interface. It
contains a set of classes and macros, enabling users to

simulate concurrent processes, which is important for
hardware simulation. It also provides a notion of time into
C++, enabling event sequencing. SystemC also provides data
types for hardware modeling, such as 4-value logic vector,
but users can still use C++ types. Figure 4 shows the software
architecture diagram of the simulator, which can be divided
into three parts: modules, channels, and common functions.
Each one in the Modules part is a C++ class that inherits
from sc_module (a base class in SystemC) and usually
corresponds to a module/stage in the accelerator architec-
ture. For example, the IFetch, IDecode, IDispatch, and ALU
in this figure correspond to fetch, decode, dispatch, and ALU
in Figure 1. A module can have several submodules, for
example, Matrix Unit has four submodules, each repre-
senting one of the four pipeline stages. )e read stage
module further contains one Scratchpad Reader submodule
for scratchpad memory read access. )ere are also inheri-
tance hierarchies between module classes, for example,
several different but similar pipeline controllers are required
in the implementation, and inheritance mechanisms can
help with code reuse. Each module has one or more pro-
cesses (essentially member functions) which implement the
function logic of the module. Modules interact with each
other through channels, including the built-in channels of
SystemC (such as sc_signal), and our custom channels, such
as the Dependency Hub in the figure.

A module calls the methods of channels to write or
read data, which transfer data between Modules or other
functions. )e Dependency Hub is a centralized de-
pendency queue channel, through which each tensor
pipeline sends dependency tokens to another pipeline
and also gets tokens from others. )e Scratchpad Memory
Hub is a centralized channel that manages all scratchpad
memories, and through it, each module can easily ac-
cesses any scratchpad memory. Using centralized chan-
nels makes it easier to extend new pipelines, as well as
configure the memory hierarchy of simulated architec-
ture, etc. SRAM channels are a set of channels used to
model scratchpad memory bank, all of which implement
the same channel interface with different latencies and
mutual-exclusive access modeling implementations.
Classes in the Common part implement a variety of basic
functions. )e Memory class, for example, represents a
memory. It implements methods of reading data, writing
data, and memset, but it has nothing to do with latency.
BitPacker and BitPackerImpl are classes that represent
the tensor data transferred between the modules. Bit-
Packer is an abstract class that defines a set of virtual
functions to perform type cast, element access, arith-
metical and logical operations, and other operations.
BitPacker manages the underlying data, as well as the size
information. BitPackerImpl is a template class inherited
from BitPacker, which represents tensors of a specific
data type and implements the virtual functions defined by
BitPacker. Further, we can extend data types to those not
supported by C++, such as low bit and fixed-point
numbers, by implementing the wrapper class of other
data types and using it as a template parameter for
BitPackerImpl.
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Table 1: An overview of instructions.

Type Instructions Operands

1st

level

Control Branch, jump
Immediate, registerScalar Integer scalar arithmetical, relational, logical

Load/store Integer scalar load and store

2nd

level

Vector Vector activation functions, vector binary arithmetical and relational, vector-
immediate/scalar arithmetical and relational, etc. Integer immediate, tensor immediate,

composite operandMatrix GEMM
Data

transfer Tensor DMA load/store, tensor copy, im2col

# $g5: bias address #

$g4: output address #

$g6: weight address #

$g7: data address

SetPipelineReg 1, 1,

$g5 # $g5=1, $g8=8, $g10=4

LaunchKernel 1, #0, $g5, $g5

LaunchKernel 7, #1, $g8, $g8

# pipeline sync ommited

DependPush 2, 1

% # $g9 is loop var

AddIU $g9, $zero, 0

.LBB0_1:

DependPop 2, 1

SHLI $g11, $g9, 5

AddU $g12, $g7, $g11

SetPipelineReg 1, 1, $g12

LaunchKernel 1, #2, $g8, $g10

AddU $g12, $g6, $g11

SetPipelineReg 1, 1, $g12

LaunchKernel 1, #3, $g8, $g10

DependPush 1, 2

DependPop 1, 2

LaunchKernel 2, #4, $g8, $g8

DependPush 2, 1

AddIU $g9, $g9, 1

SLTIU $g11, $g9, 32

BNEZ $g11, .LBB0_1

# pipeline sync ommited

LaunchKernel 3, #5, $g8, $g8

# pipeline sync ommited

SetPipelineReg 1, 1, $g4

LaunchKernel 1, #6, $g5, $g5)

#0:

DMABufLoad {0:0:0:1}, 0,

{0:0:0x50000000:0}, 0, 128, 1

#1:

Memset {1024:128:0x30000000:0}, 8,

8, 16, 0.0, 1

#2:

DMABufLoad {8192:8:0:1}, 1024,

{256:64:0x10000000:0}, 8, 8, 8

#3:

DMABufLoad ......

#4:

GEMM {1024:128:0x30000000:0},

16, {256:0:0x10000000:0}, 8,

{0:256:0x20000000:0}, 8, ......

GEMM {1024:128:0x30000000:0},

16, {256:0:0x10000040:0}, 8,

{0:256:0x20000040:0}, 8, ......

GEMM ......

GEMM......

#5:

MAddV {512:64:0x40000000:0}, 8,

{1024:128:0x30000000:0}, 16,

{0:16:0x50000000:0}, 8, 8, 2

#6:

DMABufStore {0:0:0:1}, 0,

{0:0:0x40000000:0}, 0, 4096, 1)

Assembly of 1st-level code. Microcoded kernels.

Figure 2: Code fragment for fully connected layer. (a) Assembly of 1st level code. (b) Microcoded kernels.
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4. Codegen System

We integrate our backend into TVM by using TVM’s
tensorize primitive and some custom IR passes and
replacing the original code segment with intrinsic calls
corresponding to microcoded instructions of our archi-
tecture, e.g., GEMM. After this step, IRs become the form
in Figure 3 and continue with the codegen operation. Our
architecture uses a two-level ISA, so we first need to split
the IR into 2 parts: the microcoded kernels consisting of
the 2nd level ISA instructions and the IR consisting of the
1st level ISA instructions. Microcoded kernels can be
assembled and loaded by the simulator, while the 1st level
ISA IR is further processed by code generator.

Since the first-level ISA is a register-based ISA, we
need a code generator to do instruction selection, in-
struction scheduling, and register allocation. We use the
target-independent code generator of LLVM to do this
work. )e main job here is to write description files for
our architecture’s registers, register classes, instructions
of the first-level ISA, and the selection patterns. We

register LLVM intrinsic functions for instructions
without corresponding LLVM instructions, including
instructions launching the microcoded kernel and the
dependency pop/push instructions. When LLVM IRs are
generated from TVM IRs, these intrinsic calls will be
converted to the appropriate LLVM intrinsic function
calls.

We use an example to illustrate how to split the IR, for
example, given the IR segment in Figure 3 for fully con-
nected layer, the code generator will convert IR codes from
lines 16 to 22 into a microcoded kernel. It first verifies
whether the step lengths of the outermost two loops are
equal to 1 and extracts the loop variables xo and yo. It also
verifies whether inner loops have constant loop domains.
)en, it handles the GEMM call from lines 19 to 21 and
processes each argument according to the instruction
template: for an immediate parameter, it verifies the type and
value range of the arguments; for a composite parameter, it
tries to represent the argument in the form of
coef0∗xo + coef1∗yo + addend + free expr, where
coef0 and coef1 are integers, addend contains only loop
variables of inner loops, and free expr contains only free
variables that are defined outside the scope. )en, the pa-
rameter is converted to a composite parameter like
coef0, coef1, addend, reg(free expr) . After completing
the previous steps, the code generator will unroll all inner
loops, generate the microcoded kernels, and replace the
original IR node with a launch kernel instruction along with
instructions to set corresponding local registers. Figure 5
contains the IR codes after transformation, with only one
loop in it. Figure 2(a) shows the assembly codes of the first-
level IRs, which are generated from the transformed IRs in
Figure 5. In this example, the 1st, 3rd, and 5th parameters of
the GEMM instruction are composite parameters, which
represent the input/output addresses.)e loop online 18 has
been unrolled, resulting in 4 GEMM microcoded instruc-
tions in the generated kernel. Figure 2(b) shows the extracted
microcoded kernels, in which the one labeled as #4 is
extracted from lines 16 to 21 of the original IRs, which
contain 4 GEMM instructions.

5. Experiments

5.1. Functions of the Simulator. In this section, we use the
matrix multiplication example to demonstrate functions of
the simulator, showing that it simulates the bank conflicts,
memory access latency, and the concurrency between
pipelines. For example, we will compute Y � XWT, where
X: (128, 1024), W: (128, 1024). )e configurations of test
architecture are as follows:

(1) )e shape of MAC is 8× 8× 8. )at means each
GEMM instruction reads two 8× 8 tensors and
generates one 8× 8 result. )e throughput of the
GEMM instruction is set to 1 per cycle (1/cycle).

(2) Using 2 on-chip scratchpad memories to store input
data and weight. )e numbers of banks are both 8,
and both have capacity of 32 kB. )e width of each
bank is 8 bytes, the latencies are 1 cycle, and are all

NPU.DMABufLoad(bias, 0, 0, (0 + 0x50000000), 0, 128, 1)
for (xo, 0, 8) {
for (yo, 0, 8) {
NPU.Memset(((((xo*8) + yo)*128) + 0x30000000), 8, 8, 16, 0.0, 1)

}}
for (ko, 0, 32) {

for (i0, 0, 8) {
for (i1, 0, 4) {
NPU.DMABufLoad(a, ((((i0*1024) + i1) + (ko*4))*8), 1024,

((((i0*4) + i1)*64) + 0x10000000), 8, 8, 8)
}}
for (i0, 0, 8) {

for (i1, 0, 4) {
NPU.DMABufLoad(b, ......)

}}
for (xo, 0, 8) {

for (yo, 0, 8) {
for (ki, 0, 4) {
NPU.GEMM(((((xo*8) + yo)*128) + 0x30000000), 16,

((((xo*4) + ki)*64) + 0x10000000), 8,
((((yo*4) + ki)*64) + 0x20000000), 8, ......)
}}}
}
for (no, 0, 8) {

for (oco, 0, 8) {
NPU.MAddV(((((no*8) + oco)*64) + 0x40000000), 8,

((((no*8) + oco)*128) + 0x30000000), 16,
((oco*16) + 0x50000000), 8, 8, 2)
}}
NPU.DMABufStore(out_host, 0, 0, (0 + 0x40000000), 0, 4096, 1)

Figure 3: IR for fully connected layer.
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configured as two-port memory. )e accumulation
buffer has a capacity of 32 kB. It is configured so that
its latency does not become a bottleneck. It has two
ports as well.

(3) )e input data type of the GEMM instruction is int8,
and the output data type is int16.

)e simple method of completing the matrix multiplication
is to decompose the whole calculation intomultiple 8× 8matrix
multiplications, loading two submatrices of shape 8× (8×K)
from both the X andWmatrices at a time, where K should not
be too small to avoid the overload of integer calculation, branch
instructions, pipeline synchronization, and launching micro-
coded kernel. )en, we use the GEMM instruction to complete
the partial calculation, repeat the operations until the calculation
is completed, and save the accumulated final results back into
the off-chip memory.

Based on the simple method, we apply several optimi-
zation methods to improve execution efficiency. )e

simulator will reflect the difference in the execution effi-
ciency after applying optimizations. )e optimization
methods include the following:

(1) Tensor tiling: tiling matrices X and W so that the
8× 8 submatrices read by GEMM are stored con-
tinuously. )is optimization helps to reduce or even
avoid bank conflicts and improves the scratchpad
memory read efficiency.

(2) Data reuse: for many u-architectures, the cost of
loading data from memory could be much higher
than performing a single floating-point calculation.
)e same is true for our simulator, where the cost of
loading data from the off-chip memory is much
greater than computations. So, we should reuse as
much data already loaded into the on-chip
scratchpad memory as we can and do more calcu-
lations with the same amount of data loaded. We can
do this by loading a few more rows of data at once,
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Figure 4: )e software architecture of the simulator.

llvm.NPU.SetPipelineReg(1, 1, bias)
llvm.NPU.LaunchKernel(1, 0, 1, 1)
llvm.NPU.LaunchKernel(7, 1, 8, 8)
for (ko.outer, 0, 32) {

llvm.NPU.SetPipelineReg(1, 1, a + (ko.outer*32)) 6 llvm.NPU.LaunchKernel(1, 2, 8, 4)
llvm.NPU.SetPipelineReg(1, 1, b + (ko.outer*32)) 8 llvm.NPU.LaunchKernel(1, 3, 8, 4)
llvm.NPU.LaunchKernel(2, 4, 8, 8) 

}
llvm.NPU.LaunchKernel(3, 5, 8, 8)
llvm.NPU.SetPipelineReg(1, 1, out_host)
llvm.NPU.LaunchKernel(1, 6, 1, 1)

Figure 5: )e IR after extracting microcoded kernel.
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for example, we can load a submatrix of 32× (8×K)
from both the X and W matrices at a time and then
compute a total of 32× 32× 8×K MAC operations,
with only 2× 32× 8×K data being read. It costs only
1/16 data read per MAC operation with the
optimization.

(3) Memory latency hiding: by making the processes of
memory operations and calculations as overlapped
as possible, we could increase the utilization of the
memory and MAC. Since this architecture is an
decoupled access-execute (DAE) architecture, we
rely on TVM’s cthread to do this optimization.

Because the simulator simulates the effects of bank
conflicts, memory latencies, and concurrency processes,
these optimizations could obviously improve the compu-
tational efficiency. Based on the architecture configuration
specified earlier, we set the value ofK to 4, and the test results
for applying these optimization methods are presented in
Table 2.

5.2. Configurability of the Simulator. In this section, we use
an example to demonstrate the configurability of the sim-
ulator and how those configurations affect the performance
of the simulation. In this example, we use 3 operators to
demonstrate the configurability of the MAC shape,
scratchpad memory bandwidth, and other parameters and
how these configurations affect the execution performance.
)e operators include the following:

(1) A fully connected operator: Y � XWT + b, where
X: (128, 1024), W: (1024, 1024).

(2) A conv2d operator: where input: (1, 16, 16, 256) in
NHWC layout, kernel: (3, 3, 256, 256), strides: (1, 1).

(3) A max pooling operator: where input: (40, 40, 256),
ksize: (2, 2), strides: (2, 2).

)e top-level block figure of the simulated architec-
ture is shown in Figure 6, in which the scalar pipeline and
other control units are ignored. 2 on-chip scratchpad
memories (buf0 and buf1) are used to store data and the
weight, which provides inputs to the MAC unit, which
writes its output to the accumulation buffer. Another 2
smaller scratchpad memories (buf3 and buf4) are used to
store the final results and the bias data and are connected
to the vector unit. )e vector unit can also read data from
the accumulation buffer for further calculations and add
bias.

)e five different configurations are as follows:

(1) )e shape of MAC is 8× 8× 8, and the size of the
vector unit is 64. )e bandwidths and latencies of
buf0 and buf1 match exactly what GEMM instruc-
tions need, and both have the capacity of 32 kB, and
the capacity of the accumulation buffer is also 32 kB,
with all tree memories ported. In the configuration,
the bandwidth between the off-chip memory and the
scratchpad memories is about 1/10 of the bandwidth
required by the MAC unit.

(2) )e MAC shape is set to 16×16×16, and the size of
vector unit is 256, with other configurations
unchanged.

(3) Increasing the bandwidths of the scratchpad mem-
ories, making them to match the requirement of the
new MAC and the vector unit shape.

(4) Quadrupling the capacity of the accumulation buffer,
with better data reuse, since larger capacity of the
accumulation buffer allows us to load more rows at
once. We quadruple the capacity of the buf4 for
loading more data at once for the vector unit as well.

(5) Doubling the bandwidth from the off-chip memory
to the on-chip scratchpad memories.

For each configuration, the total cycles and the utili-
zation of the MAC/vector unit of the 3 operators are shown
in Table 3. As shown in the table, for the fully connected and
the conv2d operators, simply increasing the shape of MAC
can hardly improve performance but leads to a low MAC
utilization. Increasing the scratchpad memory bandwidth
has also not resulted in significant performance improve-
ments. It was not until the accumulation buffer capacity and
the off-chip to on-chip bandwidth are increased that sig-
nificant performance improvements were made. Even so, the
MAC utilization is not objective, possibly because the
computational load of the matrix multiplication in this
example is too small relative to the new MAC shape for
sufficient data reuse or the memory bandwidth is still not
large enough. As for the max pooling operator, because it is a
memory bound operator (no data reuse possible), the vector
unit utilization is always low, and the performance almost
entirely dependents on the memory bandwidth.

5.3. Mimicking Other u-Architectures. Finally, we use an
example to demonstrate the ability of the simulator to mimic
a particular accelerator u-architecture, like the Da Vinci of
Huawei [30]. )e block figure of the mimicked architecture
is shown in Figure 7. )e configurations are as follows:

(1) )ere is a total of 5 on-chip scratchpad memories.
)e first (L1 buf ) has a capacity of 1MB and is the
only scratchpad memory that is connected to the
off-chip memory.)e second and third scratchpad
memories (L0A and L0B) have a capacity of 64 kB
and are connected to the L1 buf, which provides
inputs to the MAC unit. )e accumulation buffer
(L0C buf ) has a capacity of 256 kB, which is
connected to the MAC unit and the vector unit.
)e capacity of the fourth scratchpad memory

Table 2: Results of optimizations.

Optimization #Cycles MAC utilization (%)
Original 564,749 5.8
Tiling 466,445 7
Data reuse 288,501 11.4
Tiling and data reuse 57,237 57.2
All 36,926 88.7
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(uni buf ) is 256 kB and is connected to the l1 buf
and vector unit. In the configuration, all memories
except L1 buf have bandwidths that meet the
requirements of the corresponding execution
unit. )e bandwidth of L1 buf to L0A or L0B is
approximately 1/10 of the bandwidth required by
the MAC unit (for both data and weight). Also, the
bandwidth between the off-chip memory and the
L1 buf is about 1/30 of the bandwidth required by
the MAC unit.

(2) )e shape of MAC is 8× 8× 8, and the size of vector
unit is 64.

(3) )e data type is configured as FP16 + FP32 or int8.

With the above configurations, the memory hierarchy
and MAC shape of the simulated micro architecture are
similar to the Da Vinci u-architecture. )e tensor data type
can also be configured to be the same as well. We still use the
operators in Section 5.2 as examples to do simulations. )e
results are shown in Table 4.

to off–chip memory

vector unitaccumulation
buffer

buf1 buf0
buf3 buf4

MAC

Figure 6: Top-level block figure of the simulated architecture.

Table 3: Simulation results of different configurations.

Configuration Fully connected Conv2d Max pooling
#Cycles MAC utilization (%) #Cycles MAC utilization (%) #Cycles MAC utilization (%)

Original 285,379
91.9

315,290
93.5

42,779
15

Larger MAC 266,491
12.3

292,750
12.6

42,779
3.7

Wider scratchpad bandwidth 221,808
14.8

247,330
14.9

38,325
4.2

Larger accumulation buffer 115,187
28.5

127,809
28.8

36,171
4.4

Double bandwidth from off-chip to on-chip 61,923
53.0

68,417
53.9

20,771
7.7
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Figure 7: Top-level block figure of a mimicked architecture.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a flexible and configurable func-
tional NN accelerator simulator, which could be configured
to simulate u-architectures for different NN accelerators.
)e simulator is a functional simulator that simulates the
latencies of calculation and memory access and the con-
current process between modules, and it gives the number of
program execution cycles after the simulation is completed.
We also demonstrate how to use the simulator to mimic
different microarchitectures like Huawei Ascend and other
typical TPUs.
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